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Foreword by the CEO  
This annual report, prepared by the Greentech Atlantis 
Special Economic Zone (SEZ) project management team, 
outlines the major developments and highlights from 
2016/17. The primary responsibility of this team is to 
guide, prepare and submit the technical application for 
designation. Over the preparatory phase, the team has 
identified a number of opportunities to attract investments, 
pilot projects or start certain interventions. I would like to 
highlight here some of the work we did to ensure the future 
success of the Greentech Atlantis SEZ. 

One estimate puts the size of the global cleantech 
(greentech) market at $3 trillion per annum. The effort to 
establish a greentech SEZ in Atlantis can tap into global 
market opportunities while also addressing the challenges 
of unemployment and poverty in Atlantis. The successful 
designation of an SEZ focused on greentech will boost 
the South African manufacturing sector and build investor 
confidence. It will also demonstrate the ability of all three 
tiers of government to work together towards the common 
goal of positioning South Africa’s manufacturing sector 
to take advantage of the opportunities emerging across 
greentech value chains. 

In the 2016/17 financial year, the team submitted a revised 
application for designation. This has been reviewed by the 
Technical Sub-Committee to Minister Davies’ SEZ Advisory 
Board. The project management team and the technical 
team (comprising the dti, City of Cape Town, Western Cape 
Government and GreenCape), systematically addressed 
any and all of the comments and emerging requirements 
associated with the application. The technical team worked 
efficiently and effectively together to deliver cogent 
responses or adjustments as required. I thank and recognise 
this team for their efforts.

Other progress made in the 2016/17 financial year gives 
cause for optimism. I am particularly proud of some of the 
work delivered in skills development, industrial ecology, 
industrial symbiosis, enterprise development and ecosystem 
support in Atlantis, as outlined in this report. These are areas 
that are prerequisites for SEZs to be successful. 

The team is looking forward to the 2017/18 year. We 
anticipate final confirmation of designation and will continue 
to work to build on the R680 million of private sector 
investment already attracted into the SEZ. Special mention 
must be made of an award from the UN Conference on 
Trade and Development (UNCTAD) for the best investment 
promotion partnership in 2016. The award was shared 
between InvestSA (dti), Wesgro (Western Cape Investment 
Promotion Agency) and GreenCape for the GRI investment 
into the proposed Greentech Atlantis SEZ.

I would like to thank the dti, the Western Cape Government 
and the City of Cape Town for their critical roles in 
supporting the establishment of a world-class and thriving 
greentech hub in Atlantis.

Mike Mulcahy
Project Executive, Atlantis SEZ Project Management Unit
CEO, GreenCape
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Atlantis SEZ Headlines 
2016/17 by Numbers

R50m 
Skyward windows 
(double glazed 
windows, expansion)

R680m total 
investment 
attracted 
into the SEZ

R300m 
Gestamp 
Renewable 
Industries 
(GRI) 2014, 
wind tower 
manufacturing

R175m 
GRI 2015, 
expansion

R130m 
Kaytech 
(geotextiles, 
expansion)

R25m 
Resolux (wind 
tower internals)

35 
Wind towers 
manufactured in Atlantis 
installed at the Noupoort 
Wind Farm in the 
Northern Cape

119 
Investment 
sessions 
delivered 
(target was 12)

102 
Stakeholder 
engagement 
sessions 
delivered 

156 
Skills 
development 
engagements 

220 
By Gestamp 
Renewable 
Industries 
(GRI)

312 Jobs
Created

12 
by Kaytech

80 
by Resolux
(Direct 
and indirect)

In 2016, the SEZ team won the 
UNCTAD award for the best greentech 
investment promotion (in partnership 
with InvestSA and Wesgro)
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The Greentech Atlantis SEZ 
GreenCape and the Department of Trade and Industry (dti) 
signed a Memorandum of Funding Agreement during the 
2013/14 financial year to set up a Project Management 
Unit to facilitate the establishment of a green technology 
(greentech) Special Economic Zone (SEZ) in Atlantis. This 
work is a collaborative effort between GreenCape as the 
hosting agency, the City of Cape Town, Western Cape 
Provincial Government and the dti.

One way to pave the way for a greentech SEZ was to 
establish a greentech industrial park in Atlantis. The City of 
Cape Town provided 101 ha of land for the park to support 
the revitalisation of Atlantis as a strategic development 
node. The revitalisation work would involve a re-engineering 
of existing business clusters and support for future-focused 
sectors (in this case, the greentech sector).  The greentech 
hub and proposed SEZ support the manufacturing sectors 
to become suppliers and component manufacturers for 
the renewable energy sector, in particular independent 
power producers in the government’s Renewable Energy 
Independent Power Producers Programme (REIPPP).

Overview of Atlantis 
Atlantis is the home of the proposed Greentech Special 
Economic Zone.  This priority development node is situated 
approximately 40 km north of the Cape Town CBD, 19 km 
north of Melkbosstrand and 76 km south of Saldanha Bay. 
It lies between the N7 to Namibia and the R27 West Coast 
Road. 

Location of Atlantis

- Location of Atlantis

Melkbosstrand

Saldanha port: 105kms

40kms from 
Cape Town 

CBD

Bellville

Wellington

Paarl

Franschhoek

Hout Bay

Table Bay

Atlantis

Stellenbosch

Cape Town 
International

Airport

Cape
Town

Somerset 
West

Philadelphia

Bloubergstrand
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The role of the Atlantis SEZ in 
supporting and promoting regional 
development 
Owing to its strategic location and envisaged growth, 
the SEZ has the potential to contribute towards regional 
economic and spatial development by:

Enabling the socio-economic development leg of the 
National Development Plan (NDP) by supporting three NDP 
Strategic Infrastructure Projects (SIPs) – SIPs 8, 9 and 10 – 
focusing on greening the South African economy,  electricity 
generation and electricity transmission. 

Supporting local content manufacturing linked to the 
Renewable Energy Independent Power Procurement 
Programme (REIPPP) driven by the National Department  
of Energy.  

Supporting the growth of the West Coast Development 
Corridor through strategic positioning, linking the Saldanha 
SEZ, Port of Saldanha, Atlantis SEZ, Port of Cape Town and 
the economic nodes in the City of Cape Town. 

Developing gas-to-power projects: The conversion of 
Ankerlig to gas creates an opportunity for additional gas-to-
power and gas for industrial applications in the zone. 

Contributing the achievement the of national, provincial and 
city green economy vision through green industrialisation 
and manufacturing.

Contributing to climate change adaptation through green 
economic growth and industrialisation.
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Highlights from 2016/17

I. Sub-programme: Investment 
promotion and marketing 
The unit is responsible for facilitating investment into the 
SEZ and marketing Atlantis as an investment destination 
of choice.      

Performance for 2016/17: SEZ jobs 
and investments to date 
 
•    R680m investment has been attracted into the SEZ
•    R300m was invested by GRI in 2014 for construction  
      of a wind tower manufacturing facility
•    112 investment sessions have been delivered 

Atlantis SEZ Momentum 
Numerous existing companies have approached the team to 
discuss their long-term expansion. This has led to:

•    R175m expansion by GRI in 2015
•    R50m expansion by Skyward Windows (double glazing)
•    R130m expansion by Kaytech (geotextiles) 

To date, 312 direct jobs have been created through initial 
and expansion investments.

Targeted investments: 2014 – 2030
•    R3.7bn total value of targeted investment 
      (excluding gas to power)
•    21 new investors have shown significant interest 
      in the SEZ and negotiations with many of them are 
      in an advanced stage
•    Most investors are local companies looking to expand 
      or start new manufacturing entities, but the highest  
      investment value is from foreign investors

*The pipeline excludes significant investors involved in discussions, including amongst others a Top40 investor under the China-Africa Partnership. The team 
is working closely with this investor, but given that the nature of the investment is unclear, it has been excluded here. This pipeline also filters out mutually 
destructive investors. 

Overview of targeted investments and 
job creation potential: 2017 – 2030*

In 2016, GreenCape, Wesgro and 
InvestSA (dti) partnership won the 
UNCTAD Investment Promotion award in 
recognition of their success in attracting 
green economy investments in South 
Africa. The SEZ investment promotion 
approach is highly collaborative across 
different government spheres and 
agencies, and is now recognised as best 
practice by the United Nations. As a 
direct result of this approach, five foreign 
investors have launched manufacturing 
facilities for components for the greentech 
sector since June 2014. The largest 
investment was by GRI, the Spanish wind 
tower manufacturer, which has invested 
R475 million, creating 360 jobs. 

Direct jobs Existing 
investments

2017-2022 2023-2030 Total 
investments

Targeted companies 2 712 R0.7bn R1.8bn R2.2bn R3.7bn

Gas to Power 1 500 – 2 000 R30bn – R50bn R30bn – R50bn

Total pipeline per period R0.7bn R1.8bn R32.2bn – 
R52.2bn

R33.7bn – 
R53.7bn

Total jobs per period 312 1 200 1 625
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Targeted investments* per sector: 2014 – 2030

Existing 2017-2022 2023-2030 Total

• Waste • Energy efficiency • Solar • Wind  • Other

3 000

2 500

2 000

1 500

1000

0

m
ill
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ns

 (Z
A

R)

Targeted investments by 
greentech service or product:
2014 to 2020 
✓  Wind tower manufacturer 
     (Gestamp Renewable Industries [GRI])
✓  Wind tower internals supplier/manufacturer (Resolux)
✓  Geotextile manufacturer (Kaytech)
✓  Green building suppliers (Skyward Windows; double glazed 
      window and door manufacturer)
✓  Solar water heater (SWH) manufacturer (iSolar)
✓  Specialised painting services for GRI and wind blades
✓  Energy efficient lighting assembler or manufacturer  
      (LEDzShine)  
•    Wind blade manufacturer
•    PV module manufacturer  
•    3 x SMME SWH assemblers and installers    
•    Cabling and cabling services  
•    PV mounting manufacturer  
•    Electrical components and kits suppliers/manufacturers
•    Specialised logistics provider

2020 to 2030
•    Low-iron glass manufacturer  
•    PV cell manufacturer
•    Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) tracker manufacturer
•    2 x SMME SWH assemblers and installers  
•    Biomass engine assembler/manufacturer 
•    Battery manufacturer  
•    Building insulation manufacturer  
•    Heat pump suppliers/manufacturers
•    Inverter parts manufacturers/assemblers
•    Aluminium frames and structures manufacturer 
•    Smart-meter manufacturer

KEY
✓  = realised investments

Jobs 
created

312

Jobs 
targeted

1200

Jobs 
targeted

1625

Jobs 
targeted

2712
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Investor story: GRI factory  
launch in Atlantis
Negotiations with GRI on the purchase of land in the 
greentech industrial park started in late 2013. In 2014, GRI 
purchased a 7.8 ha site from the City Cape Town to build a 
12 000 sqm factory to manufacture wind towers in Atlantis; 
they broke ground in March 2014. The factory was launched 
in November 2014 and full production started in January 
2015. The expansion in 2015 shows GRI’s confidence in 
Atlantis and South Africa. 

•    Since the initial investment, GRI has expanded twice,
      investing a further R175m.
•    The facility has created jobs for 312 people 
      (about 50% more than planned).

Manufacturing entities like GRI have been severely affected 
by uncertainty in the REIPPP programme. While the updated 
Integrated Resource Plan is in progress, delays to concluding 
projects introduce risks to all suppliers in the programme.
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Investor story: Wind tower internals 
manufacturing company, Resolux 
Africa, creates green value chain 
in Atlantis

•    In 2014 the SEZ started discussions with Resolux Africa, 
      a 51% black women owned company, on its interest to 
      set up a wind tower internal manufacturing facility 
      in Atlantis. 
•    By March 2016, Resolux launched a R25m project 
      to create 80 direct and indirect jobs. 
•    Resolux manufactures wind tower internals such as LED  
      lights, stepladders, cables and fasteners to supply GRI 
      and others in the renewable energy space. 
•    By joining the green value chain in Atlantis, Resolux 
      will contribute to achieving local content manufacturing. 

- Resolux Africa launch in March 2016
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Summary: SEZ investment to date

Summary: SEZ job creation to date 
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Highlights from 2016/17

II. Sub-programme: Stakeholder 
engagement and consultation
The Atlantis project team had over 100 engagements with 
a wide range of stakeholders regarding SEZ designation 
application processes and future plans. This work was done 
to create further awareness of the SEZ, to strengthen buy-
in and existing relationships, and to mobilise support for 
the zone. The stakeholders include national and provincial 
government, the City of Cape Town, Atlantis community 
members, organised business and labour, SMMEs, and 
business networking groups and forums.

Achievements and outcomes
The team has: 

Identified and secured commitments to the SEZ from a wide 
range of key stakeholders, with letters of support received 
from:
•    The Black Management Forum
•    South African Renewable Energy Incubator (SAREBI)
•    Wesgro

Created an active ecosystem of select entities involved 
in promoting the green economy:
•    The City of Cape Town: Atlantis Investment Facilitation 
      Office (AIFO) 
•    SAREBI
•    Small Enterprise Development Agency (SEDA) 
•    South African Manufacturing Technology Demonstration 
      Centre (SMTDC)

Held workshops, exploring the potential for improved water 
management and implementation of WISP in Atlantis.

Engagements
Among other engagements, the team:

•    Hosted a visit to the Atlantis SEZ by the Western Cape 
      Portfolio Committee on Economic Opportunities, Tourism 
      and Agriculture; the committee also visited SAREBI, 
      SMTDC and Resolux (May 2016) 

•    Presented to the City of Cape Town and WCG (July 2016) 

•    Hosted a strategic planning session between the dti, 
      SEZ team, Atlantis Investment Facilitation Office (AIFO) 
      and the WCG (October 2016) 

•    Updated Atlantis businesses and other relevant  
      stakeholders on planning, development and 
      implementation of the SEZ (July 2016) 

•    Presented to Atlantis businesses on water reuse, 
      water recycling and pilot industrial water recycling 
      project at one of the Atlantis stakeholder engagement 
      sessions (July 2016) 

•    Hosted the dti at GreenCape during the dti SEZ 
      Act roadshow, which covered key aspects of the SEZ Act, 
      SEZ Fund and Tax incentives (August 2017)  

•    Met with community representatives, academics and skills 
      stakeholders during an engagement session held 
      in Atlantis (July 2016) 

•    Hosted a visit to Atlantis and SAREBI by the dti’s 
      SEZ technical Advisory Board (November 2016)

- SEZ Team: Top Row: Soraya Copoto, Michael Webster, Ursula Jordaan | Bottom Row: Annelize van der Merwe, Elmarie September and Charlotte Pereng
  Missing: Michael Mulcahy and Manfred Dutschke  
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Highlights from 2016/17

III. Sub-programme: Skills 
development and internship 

Skills programme builds local skills
Skills development has been prioritised to ensure local skills 
meet the needs of industry locating in Atlantis. A skills audit 
was done in 2015, and local skills mapped to current and 
projected future demand. 

Based on the 2015 audit results, the GreenCape Skills 
Programme Facilitator, together with Atlantis SEZ Project 
Office, has been implementing skills development 
programmes in 2016/2017. This has entailed engagements 
with Atlantis high schools, SARETEC, various TVET colleges, 
SMTDC, SAREBI, and various industry and community 
stakeholders. 
  

SEZ Internship Programme provides 
development opportunities for women 
from Atlantis
•   In April 2016, after a successful two years (including short-
     term internal and external capacity-building), three 
     female interns transitioned into permanent 
     appointments.
•   All three have enrolled in study programmes with the 
     University of South Africa (UNISA) and the University  
     of the Cape Peninsula (CPUT).

- South African Renewable Energy Business Incubator (SAREBI). An employee from iSOLAR learning practical skills in the green economy
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- Industry experts sharing exciting career opportunities in renewable energy

Ikamva Youth Tutoring Programme  

•   The goal of the programme is to better prepare Atlantis 
     learners for further training and post-school employment 
     opportunities.
 
•   The programme was launched in July 2016 with 
     92 Grade 10 and 11 learners joining.

•   Hosted at Proteus Technical High School, the programme 
     is open to all Atlantis high-school learners and offers 
     tutoring support three times a week. 

Learners on the programme have shown consistent 
improvement of between 10% and 20% in their term reports.

•   In other events (see below) learners were made aware 
     of employment options and opportunities in the green 
     economy and the renewable energy sector. 

Skills programme exposes Atlantis 
learners to renewable energy 
technologies

184 Learners from Atlantis attended WINDaba and the 
South African International Renewable Energy Conference 
(SAIREC)

•   162 learners from Atlantis high schools attended 
     WINDaba, an annual exhibition showcasing the wind 
     power generation industry (Nov 2015).  

•   22 learners from the Atlantis School of Skills and Proteus 
     High School attended the SAIREC (renewable energy) 
     Expo (Oct 2015). 
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- Top 3 teams from Robinvale High School and Atlantis Secondary

Atlantis Renewable Energy Challenge
The goal of this challenge was to expose learners  
from Atlantis to renewable energy technologies  
and employment opportunities.

•   25 learners from three Atlantis high schools entered 
     the competition, the first of its kind. 
•   To build learners’ presentation skills, teams were 
     paired with experienced mentors.
•   Learners were taken on site visits to SAREBI, 
     Hotel Verde and the Acciona Gouda wind farm.

Skills programme builds PV installation
capacity in Atlantis and surrounds
The Master Artisan Academy South Africa (MAASA) delivered
PV Installation Training in Atlantis in February 2016

Atlantis Career Expo, an official 
WINDaba side event
•   In November 2016, learners from the three Atlantis high 
     schools attended the Atlantis Career Expo. 
•   Industry members interacted with Atlantis community 
     members and supported the career expo in the 
     afternoon. 
•   Learners were ‘edutained’ in career options in the 
     renewable energy industry through interactive displays, 
     video screenings, presentations by industry, 
     as well as a quiz.
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- Electricity substation upgrades in Atlantis Industrial, John Dreyer Street.

Highlights from 2016/17

IV. Sub-Programme: 
Infrastructure 
development 
The City of Cape Town and Eskom are upgrading the power 
supply to Atlantis. The image above shows a new sub-station 
to upgrade the existing electricity supply in Atlantis. The 
project was completed at the end of 2016.

Strategic interventions and work 
packages to fast-track SEZ growth 
and development

Energy services interventions
A service provider has been appointed for the development 
of a standard contract for Energy Services Contracting 
(ESCO). The aim is to develop energy supply through the 
ESCO – to provide cheap and sustainable energy and 
affordable energy efficiency services, and to pilot a solar 
PV project in the Atlantis Industrial area. 

Long-term work packages
•   Assessing implications of West Coast Corridor 
     development on the SEZ.
•   Stakeholder engagement on West Coast Corridor 
     development. 
•   Stakeholder engagement on SEZ application 
     for designation.
•   Setting up Atlantis SEZ One Stop Shop. 
•   Setting up SEZ entity to manage development 
     and implementation after designation.
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Western Cape Industrial  
Symbiosis Programme (WISP)  
Activities in 2016/2017  

In April 2015 WISP began its work in the Atlantis industrial 
area, assisting companies to become more resource 
efficient and identifying opportunities for new enterprise 
development based on discarded materials in the area. 

The work continued in 2016-2017, assisting companies to 
implement resource efficiency practices and launching an 
enterprise development programme to establish two new 
green businesses in June 2017. 

Resource efficiency support continues

To date 12 synergies have been completed, benefiting  
14 companies. The following business benefits have been 
achieved:

•   264 tonnes diversion from landfill 
     (up from 32 tonnes in 2015-2016)
•   R3.1 million additional revenue
•   R3.6 million cost savings
•   R533 000 private investment
•   6 200 tonnes carbon dioxide equivalents 
     in fossil green house gas savings

Enterprise development programme launched

In December 2016, WISP and the South African Renewable 
Business Incubator (SAREBI) launched an enterprise 
development programme aimed at establishing two   
new green businesses in Atlantis by June 2017. 

•   The programme is based on 18 new enterprise 
     development opportunities identified by WISP 
     via in-depth industry research in the 2015-2016 
     financial year. 
•   Fifteen entrepreneurs have been selected to participate 
     in the programme. 

WISP and SAREBI are confident that the programme will 
provide evidence that industrial symbiosis can be used 
to catalyse enterprise development and that it could be 
replicated for new business opportunities identified by WISP. 

- The GRI manufacturing facility where steel wind turbine towers are produced
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Textile Shredding

More than 198 tonnes of under-
utilised textiles, of mainly various 
threads, all of which can be used 
for carpeting underfelt. However  
processing is required to remove 

the thread from the tubes.

Pallet Recycling

More than 270 tonnes of pallet 
material available for recycling 
and potential resale in Atlantis. 

Atlantis is also in close proximity 
to Saldanha, and subsequently its 

pallet material.

Cardboard Tubes Reuse

More than 100 tonnes of 
cardboard textile tubes could be 

reused to package other products 
such as plastic film.

Wood Chipping 

More than 530 tonnes of wood 
material plus surrounding alien 
vegetation (in conjunction with 

alien-clearing programmes) 
allows for chipping of biomass for 

initiatives focusing on mulch or 
biomass boilers.

Cardboard Tubes Inhouse Reuse  

An opportunity to asses the 
technical barrier regarding 

altering machinery to accept the 
preprocessed textile tubes so that 

they can be reused as product 
packaging.

Logistics

There may be an opportunity 
to establish a logistics route 

between Atlantis and Cape Town 
based solution providers to 

consolidate and transport under-
utilised resources.

Light as a Service  

There is an opportunity 
to assist a local LED light 
manufacturer in selling a 

light as a service and not as 
hardware. This would allow the 
collection of electronic waste 
that would warrant recycling.

Business opportunities identified
for enterprise development

Energy Efficiency

There is great interest in energy 
efficiency in Atlantis, particularly 
in small-scale energy generation. 

Cardboard Core Shredding

+100 tonnes of cardboard 
textile tubes could be reused to 
package other products such as 

plastic film.

Energy Usage Offset

There is interest in generating 
energy to offset companies’ 

energy costs. More focus of the 
Small Scale Energy Generation is 

needed to provide an opportunity 
for PV suppliers to service 

Atlantis. 

Pyrolysis of Business 
Paper Sludge

There is interest in using pyrolysis 
technology to process paper 

sludge from a single company. 
The heat could be used to 

generate steam for processing 
recyclables.

Building Materials

More than 73,000 tonnes of 
inorganic material and +420 

tonnes of paper sludge available 
for the manufacture of building 
materials (bricks / blocks / tiles). 
Technical / legal barriers require 

investigation.

Water Processing for Reuse

Establish a facility to consolidate 
industrial process water for 

the treatment and subsequent 
reuse as quality input water for 

industries. 

Bentonite Extraction

Technical challenge to segregate 
PET contaminants from bentonite 
or to extract the bentonite from 
the foundry sand. There may be 

an opportunity to sell quality 
bentonite back to the respective 

companies.  

Integrated Waste Management 
Area

Atlantis is on-route to Vissershok 
landfill. As such, Atlantis would 
be a prime location to set up 
a small scale MRF to intercept 

resources along the West Coast.

Dewatering Paper Sludge

Technical challenge to dewater 
the paper sludge. This would 

reduce volume (and subsequent 
landfill gate fees) and to 

downgrade waste to general not 
hazardous making it easier to 

divert to a solution.

Heat / Steam Transfer 
(Future Power Plant)

With the execution of an EIA 
for gas to power in Atlantis, 

there is potential to relay heat 
/ steam from the generation to 

surrounding industries. 

Pyrolysis of All Paper Sludge 
in Atlantis

There is opportunity for 
a business to set up a 

pyrolysis plant in Atlantis to 
process all the paper sludge 

in Atlantis. The heat could 
be used to generate steam 
for processing recyclables.

Today

Tomorrow

Future
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- The SEZ has provided an opportunity for skills development in the renewable energy sector

South African Renewable 
Energy Business 
Incubator (SAREBI) 
Activities in 2016/2017 

SAREBI’s other activities include:

•   Master Classes: Four lectures and workshops were held 
     to help entrepreneurs define their business concepts

•   Pre-incubation support: A residency based programme 
     focuses on converting promising business models into 
     viable business ventures. 

•   Enterprise development connections: The Climate 
     Innovation Centre (CIC) facilitated a pitching session 
     at SAREBI to recruit entrepreneurs for the former’s 
     Enterprise Development Support Programme.

•   Incubation and business plan support: Another residency      
     programme assists incubatees who have graduated from 
     the pre-incubation stage with the re-development of their 
     business plans.
 •   Five companies based at SAREBI MTC in Atlantis
 •   77 jobs created
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2012 MARCH
—

City of Cape Town approved 
the allocation of 68 hectares for 

the establishment of a green 
technology manufacturing hub.

2013 MARCH
—

SEDA Atlantis Renewable Energy 
Business Incubator launched by 

Minister Rob Davies (dti).

2014 FEBRUARY
—

GreenCape and the dti sign 
a memorandum of funding 

agreement for the SEZ project.

2015 JANUARY
—

GRI starts production of the first 
wind towers.

2015 JULY
—

SEZ economic impact analysis 
study completed.

Site preparatory work is started 
by the City for building a new 

sub-station in Atlantis.

2015 SEPTEMBER
—

SAREBI launched its 
Manufacturing Technology 

Centre.

SEZ first application for 
designation submitted to the dti.

2016 MARCH
—

Resolux launched a R25m factory 
in Atlantis to create 80 direct and 

indirect jobs.

2016 JUNE
—

Presentations to Min Davies and 
SEZ Advisory Board Technical 

Subcommittee.

2016 AUGUST
—

SEZ roadshow with Deputy 
Director General Zikode.

2014 MARCH
—

First negotiations with GRI 
on the purchase of land in 
the green technology hub.

2014 SEPTEMBER
—

City of Cape Town launched the 
Atlantis Investment Facilitation 

Office.

2014 NOVEMBER
—

GRI factory is launched by the 
Minister of Trade and Industry, 

Rob Davies.

2015 OCTOBER
—

GRI delivers its first completed 
wind towers to Noupoort wind 

farm in the Northern Cape.

2016 JANUARY
—

GRI completes a R75m 
expansion to add 5 000 m2

of factory space to the existing 
12 000m2 .

2016 FEBRUARY
—

GRI delivers its second set of 
towers to the market.

Second application for 
designation submitted to the dti.

2016 OCTOBER
—

Intergovernmental agreement  
on land signed by the City of 

Cape Town Mayor and Provincial 
MEC Winde.

2016 NOVEMBER
—

Presentations to Min Davies and 
SEZ Advisory Board Technical 

Subcommittee.

2017 APRIL
—

Presentations to Min Davies and 
SEZ Advisory Board Technical 

Subcommittee.

Atlantis SEZ Development Milestones
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